
MISSION: WRITING A MEMO

After reading the article to understand the Exxon Valdez disaster, you have to write a memo to 
explain the tragedy.

Elements of a memo
(   https://xiamenwriting.wikispaces.com/file/view/memo.gif/234343228/543x416/memo.gif   )

Assessment grid

CLUES CONTENTS

B1 Structures of the 
consequence

All the elements of a memo
8 lines
4 parts

Consequences of the disaster

B1- Structures of the cause All the elements of a memo
6 lines
4 parts

Causes of the disaster

A2+ Jobs
Personal pronouns

Confusion  in  the  place  of  the
elements
4 lines ( or more than 8)
3 parts

People linked to the disaster

A2 The past
Time words

Some elements
3 lines
2 parts

Description of the disaster

A1 No or a few elements
< 2 lines
< 2 parts

Name, type of disaster, location

https://xiamenwriting.wikispaces.com/file/view/memo.gif/234343228/543x416/memo.gif


STEPS     :

1. Prerequisite

¤ You must have studied an article about the Exxon Valdez tragedy before. One of the most 
interesting articles is :

http://news.bbc.co.uk/onthisday/hi/dates/stories/march/24/newsid_4231000/4231971.stm

¤ Tips     : give the following grid to the students. They have to think in group in the « clues » column 
to anticipate the kind of the elements they will find in the article. You recap with them. Then they 
have to read the article to complete the « contents » column.

http://news.bbc.co.uk/onthisday/hi/dates/stories/march/24/newsid_4231000/4231971.stm


¤ In the recap, you can insist on the past and make a conceptual pause about the past by creating a
timeline with the students



2. Writing the memo

¤ You show them the sample of the memo. They have to find the different elements.

¤ By group they use the elements of the article and the elements of the sample to decide the criteria 
and complete the assessment grid

¤ You can check they have a good use of the personal pronouns, the structures of cause and 
consequence by giving them charts, for example to help them.

http://learningpronouns.weebly.com/uploads/1/0/3/5/10359500/4246279_orig.png

http://languagelearningbase.com/19645/expressing-purpose-reason-cause-result-effect

http://languagelearningbase.com/19645/expressing-purpose-reason-cause-result-effect
http://learningpronouns.weebly.com/uploads/1/0/3/5/10359500/4246279_orig.png


http://languagelearningbase.com/19645/expressing-purpose-reason-cause-result-effect

¤ Tips : after the first draft, you correct it and as a feedback you give them the annotated draft and 
they can improve it for the next time.

TO GO FURTHER : 

→ you can give them another memo to write about another human-caused disaster they have to 
make research on…

→ you can discuss about the consequences which are not developed in the article and make them 
make a research on them ( you can prepare a file with articles or links to videos they have to do by 
themselves)

http://languagelearningbase.com/19645/expressing-purpose-reason-cause-result-effect

